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0. Introduction

0.1 Literature

- D.P. Woodruff and T.A. Delchar, “Modern Techniques of Surface Science”,
Cambridge Univ. Press (Cambridge, 1994)

- A. Zangwill, “Physics at Surfaces”, Cambridge Univ. Press (Cambridge, 1988)
- M. Henzler and W. Göpel, “Oberflächenphysik des Festkörpers”, Teubner (Stuttgart, 1994)
- R. Masel, ”Principles of Adsorption and Reaction on Solid Surfaces”, Wiley (New York, 1996)
- A. Gross, “Theoretical Surface Science – a Microscopic Perspective”, Springer (Berlin, 2002) 

- N.W.  Ashcroft and N.D. Mermin, “Solid State Physics”, Saunders College (Philadelphia, 1976)



0.2 Why (solid) surfaces?

General: “Skin of a solid” 

Applications: - Microelectronics and semiconductor devices
Controlled atom manipulation at surfaces (Nano…)
Surface electronic structure and transport at surfaces
Crystal growth and epitaxy

- Heterogeneous catalysis
Chemical bonds at surfaces

- Corrosion / mechanical failure
Segregation of minority ingredients 
Fracture of engineering materials
Passivation, coating layers

Fundamental: Break of symmetry (3D → 2D)
New localized electronic and vibrational states 
(surface states & surface phonons)
Continuum of states vs. discrete gas particle states

STM image of “atomic” script
AFM image of magnetic hard drive
(25 µm x 25 µm). Wires are about
2000 atoms wide 

STM image of electron standing waves at
a Ag step 



1. Controlled surface studies: Surface Science

1.1 Real vs. single crystal surfaces

- Real surfaces are very complex and badly defined: 
polycrystalline materials, disorder, grain boundaries, 
defects and other irregularities

- Highly dependent on the environment (gas adsorption)
- Segregation of impurities depends on sample treatment 

⇒ Normal surface experiments never really reproducible 
(sometimes not even qualitatively!)

⇒ One Solution: the Surface Science Ansatz
Study low-index surfaces of single crystals. 
Understand these “idealized” surfaces first, then introduce 
defects/irregularities in a controlled manner. 
Gradually make systems more complex and hope that such 
systems provide good models to real problems.
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SEM image of polycrystalline Cu

STM image of GaSb screw dislocations
(10 µm x 10 µm)



1.2 Ultra-high vacuum

1.2.1. Impingement on surface
Kinetic gas theory: - Gas consists of large number of particles with random trajectories

- Particle diameter is much smaller than interparticle separation
- Particles interact only through elastic collisions
- Pressure results from large number of collisions with wall producing a 

constant force per unit area

Impingement rate: Z = p/(2πmkT)½ (Hertz-Knudsen-Equation)

→ i.e. at 300K, 1atm: Z ~ 109 site-1 s-1 for say O2!!

Pressure units:   1 atm = 1.013 bar = 760 torr (mmHg) = 1.013 · 105 Pa (N/m2)

Monolayer formation time:
Assume we have created a well-defined “clean” surface. 
How long would it stay in this state at which pressure (for 
simplicity, assume a sticking coefficient of 1)?

RT, p =   1     atm:  t ~  10-9 s
p = 10-6 atm:  t ~  10-3 s
p < 10-12 atm:   t >  103 s  ~ 1h

Pressure regimes:    < 10-3 atm Medium Vacuum (MV) < 10-6 atm High Vacuum (HV)
< 10-8 atm Very High Vacuum (VHV)     < 10-11 atm Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)
~ 10-14 atm lowest pressure currently routinely achievable

→ In order to keep a well-characterized surface state, we 
need pressures in the UHV regime!!



1.2.2. Pressure measurement (very briefly) R.W. Roberts and T.A. Vanderslice, 
“Ultra-high vacuum and its applications”, 
Prentice-Hall (1963). 

Absolute gauges - U-tube manometer: Simple Hg-filled tube. 
Absolute (gas independent) gauge (10-6 – 1 atm)

- Other gauges: Capacitance gauge, McLeod gauge, 
Knudsen gauge

Thermal conductivity - Thermocouple gauge: Gas sensitive (10-7 – 10-1 atm)
gauges - Other gauges:  Pirani gauge, Thermistor gauge

Ionization gauges - Bayard-Alpert gauge:  
Gas sensitive (10-14 – 10-6 atm; 
filament burnout!)

- Other gauges:   Ion gauge, Schulz-Phelps ion 
gauge, Penning gauge

Bayard-Alpert gauge

Thermocouple gauge



1.2.3. Vacuum pumps (again very briefly)

Pressure regimes p > 10-7 atm:   Viscous flow
- Short mean free path 
- Frequent molecule-molecule collisions 
- Laminar flow; molecules removed by net pressure 
gradient created by pump

p < 10-7 atm:   Molecular flow
- Long mean free path 
- Frequent molecule-wall collisions
- Molecules removed by chance collision with pumping 
surface

Rotary vane (mechanical) pump - Robust, inexpensive workhorse
- Single- or two-stage
- Pumping limited by molecular 

flow  (10-6 – 1 atm)

Turbomolecular pump

- Directed molecular momentum through collision
with high-speed angled turbine blade (rotor)

- No physical barrier between high and low pressure
side: fragile, often backed by rotary pump

- Pumping limited by oil lubrication (vapor pressure!) 
(10-14 – 1 atm)

Other pumps:    Sorption pumps, diffusion pumps, sublimation/getter pumps

Turbomolecular pump

Rotary vane pump



1.2.4. Attaining UHV

A. Evacuation – removal of gas volume
B. Surface desorption – gas desorption from inner surfaces; principal gas component likely to be water
C. Wall diffusion – gases dissolved in walls (outgassing); principal gas component likely to be hydrogen  
D. Permeation limit (ultimate pressure) – gas diffusion through walls

In order to speed up B and C, the entire chamber is heated to 100-200° C for about 24 hours (bake out).



1.2.5. General vacuum chamber features

- Chamber: Stainless steel/refractory metals; insulation: ceramics 
Low vapor pressure (outgassing)
Heat-resistant (bake out)
Non-magnetic (electron beams)

Note: many materials like adhesives/plastics are acceptable in HV, but not in UHV 
flanges/seals are no longer rubber, but soft metals (Cu)!

- Several different types of pumps (different operating pressures)
- Pressure measurement (multiple gauges)
- Sample movement (transfer chambers), viewing optics
- Devices for sample heating/cooling, and temperature measurement
- Gas/vapor admission system (controlled “leak”)

Frequent unit of exposure: 1 Langmuir (L) = 10-6 torr s ~ 10-9 atm s

- Multiple techniques for surface analysis…



1.3 Basics of surface analysis techniques

1.3.1. Surface specificity

Signaling: - Interested in very small part of sample, 
need probes that only sample the surface region

Probes: - Ions: very large cross-section. Topmost layer, possibly destructive?!
- Photons: very small cross-section. Require grazing incidence
- Electrons: elastic scattering due to Coulomb-interaction with cores

inelastic scattering due to electronic excitations

→ Low energy (50-200 eV) electrons highly surface specific!!

“Universal
curve”



1.3.2. Overview of techniques

- Three probes to study surfaces: ions, low energy electrons, photons
- May combine different ingoing and outgoing probe type

- Most used combinations are: 

IN OUT Prominent techniques

electrons electrons LEED, RHEED, AES, HREELS
photons photons SXRD, IRAS/RAIRS
photons electrons XPS, UPS
electrons photons IPES

ions ions ISS/LEIS, SIMS

Special: STM/STS, AFM, TPD

- What do we want to study with these techniques?

- geometric & vibrational structure at surfaces
- surface composition
- electronic structure at surfaces

- Last, not least: Surface preparation

- mechanical/chemical pretreatment
- ion bombardment (sputtering)
- heating in vacuum (annealing)

or: cleavage, film deposition, heating in reactive gases


